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HELLO
I’m Alden Wicker, the founder and editorin-chief of EcoCult, the leading
international sustainable fashion blog. I
give my readers the quality information and
beautiful inspiration they need to live more
sustainably and be a conscious citizen,
without the judgement or moralizing. I’m
also a freelance journalist, with regular
contributions on the topic of sustainable
fashion and more to

Newsweek, Racked,

Quartz, Inc. Magazine, Fast Company, and
Refinery29. In December 2017, my husband,
DJ and architect Illich Mujica, and I packed
up and left NYC to travel the world. After
learnign about artisanship in Latin America
and India, seeking out innovations in
Scandinavia, and visiting factories in Asia,
I'll be headed back to the U.S. in February
to synthesize what I've learned.
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them we are so excited to explore more
opportunities together!"

Ashley McIntosh, Founder, Azura
Bay

Priyanka Vasudev, Co-Founder, Kanekta

"We saw AMAZING results from the article.
It lead to a lot of new customers, and was
the most impactful partnership we’ve had
thus far."

Rachael, Co-Founder of Wonderful
Things writing.

"According to Google Analytics,
traffic from your site performs way
better than most other channels, so
congrats on having a highly engaged
and purposeful audience."

Brian, Kit Culture
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Email yo@ecocult.com to speak to our partnerships director about your campaign!

